PRESS RELEASE

Microïds, Anuman Interactive’s adventure game label,
unveils the first details about Dracula 5: The Blood Legacy
on PC, Mac, iOS and Android
Montreuil (France), August 23th, 2013. As the Gamescom - the most important annual video game
exhibition - is taking place in Cologne, Microïds announces the development of the last episode of
one of the most successful sagas of its catalogue, "Dracula 5: The Blood Legacy".
Called "The Blood Legacy", this episode concludes Ellen Cross’ journey that began in "Dracula 4: The
Shadow of the Dragon". Players will lift the veil on the series of mysterious paintings that she has
discovered during her investigation.
This new adventure game begins
where the previous opus of Ellen
Cross’ journey had stopped. The art
restorer who has nothing left to lose
will not give up without clearing up
this
mystery.
Fans
of
the
supernatural and changes will enjoy
once again the very particular
atmosphere of this story where you
can feel the control of the Prince of
Darkness.
"Dracula 5: The Blood Legacy" takes
the players all around the world until the end of a journey of mysteries, original and varied puzzle
games and encounters with characters whose motivations are ambiguous.
Franck Berrois, Product Manager for "Dracula 5: The Blood Legacy" says “we are delighted to be able
to reveal the outcome of Ellen Cross’ investigation that began in "Dracula 4". Players eager for
explanations will still have to wait a bit more but will soon get all the answers to the mysteries on
hold”.
"Dracula 4: The Shadow of the Dragon" is an adventure game released in July 2013 under the
Microïds label on PC and Mac. Mobile versions (iOS and Android) will soon be released.
"Dracula 5: The Blood Legacy" is in development on PC/Mac/iOS/Android. Release is due for the 4th
semester of 2013.
Anuman Interactive is present at the GamesCom 2013.
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About Anuman Interactive
Created in 2000, Anuman Interactive is a French publisher of software, applications and video games for the general public, and is best known for its
Architecture, Highway Code and Creative Activities titles. With the experience and know-how of its teams, Anuman Interactive has widened its
sphere, which mainly includes practical and edutainment titles, and now encompasses adventure video games, an industry in which it is becoming a
major international player, thanks to the Microïds (Amerzone, Dracula, Still Life, Syberia) brand.
At the end of 2009, Anuman Interactive joined the Media-Participations group, the 3rd largest publishing group in France and the top comic book
publishing group in Europe, as a subsidiary company, and has shared its multimedia expertise with the different companies within the group to
consolidate its progress in the development of new technologies.
Today, Anuman Interactive develops, publishes and distributes applications, as well as video games, on a number of different platforms (PC, Mac,
Consoles, iPhone, iPad, Android etc.), thanks to a rich and varied license catalogue. As both a major player in Apple's AppStore, and as the partner of
globally known download platforms like Steam or Big Fish, these are certainly exciting times for Anuman Interactive!
For more information, please visit http://www.anuman-interactive.com/
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